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Across
2. def.(adj) thinking poorly of; scornful 

or disdainful syn: misjudgement ant: nice

7. def. (n) a thing that is owned syn: 

property ant: stolen

9. def. (v) To perplex or confuse syn: 

distract ant: inform

10. def. in ex. embroidery

11. def. give ex. abandon

12. def. (adj) Shocked: terrified or amazed 

syn: surprised ant: calm

14. def. (adj.) stubborn; holding fast to a 

belief or goal syn: impatient ant: patient

16. ex. Juliet's mother in Romeo and Juliet 

def. embodies 1 or 2 qualities, ideas, or 

traits that are not developed. Sometimes not 

recognized as stock characters, show 

stereotypes. Becomes types rather than 

individuals

19. def.(v) To have a profound dislike or 

abhorrence for; hate syn: hateful ant: 

sympathetic

20. ex. The narrator is no longer trusted 

because of how they compromised 

themselves def. A narrator whose credibility 

has been seriously compromised

Down
1. ex. The good guy turns bad because of 

the action that happened in the plot def. 

undergoes some kind of change because of 

the action in the plot/changing.

3. def. speak ex. dictate

4. def. through or across ex. diary

5. ex. Atticus Finch from To Kill a 

Mockingbird def. does not change 

throughout the work and the reader's 

knowledge of that character does not grow.

6. ex. the main character goes through 

the same hardships a person today might go 

through def. complex, multidimensional, 

and developed characters that often display 

the inconsistecies and internal conflicts 

found in most real people

8. def.(adj) charming; having a 

sophisticated and attractive manner syn: 

delightful ant: unpleasant

13. def. take away ex. distract

15. def. (n) Resentment based on a feeling 

of having been injured syn: angry ant: 

Happy

17. def.(n) A name or title word used to 

identify a person or thing syn: stereotype 

ant: nameless

18. def.(n) A variation or change from 

what is normal or right syn: different ant: 

same


